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The best architectural paintings of 2019 Meganom + 77, we continue to pursue our five-year tradition of celebration. The 2019 edition of Best Architecture Paintings sees a carefully selected collection of architectural drawings with a wide range of techniques and agents that focus on the common goal of sharing architectural concepts,
vision and design. The list has been compiled by our team of privileged curators to have front row seats as readers, architects and designers around the world share their best work with us. All 77 paintings have been selected and categorized below for your enjoyment and inspiration. นอกจากนี้ คุณยังสามารถเปรียบเทียบการเลือกในปนี้กับป
กอนหนาโดยการตรวจสอบภาพวาดที่ดีที่สุดของเราตัง้ แตป 2018, 2017 และอื่น ๆ ContextNiall McLaughlin ArchitectsPowerhouse CompanyBLVD InternationalRieulf Ramstad ArkitekterNord ArchitectsSO ILAtelier LaiArchitectural DrawingsSafdie ArchitectsNicole MoyogadApostrophy'sOOIIO ArquitecturaHenning Larsen ArchitectsWaterform
DesignSergio Conde Caldas ArquiteturaPlan Khmaladze ArchitectsUAL Studiorearstudio + AHO design studioJosé PeñaDiogo AguiarAlexis DornierSketchesTato ArchitectsDenton Corker Marshall StudioCEBRAEspiralMario BottaBoundary Space DesignATMOROUNDLWK Partnersmodus studiogadCase DesignWisto
DesignFormzeroBlock ArchitectsTanghua Architect and AssociatesTouton ArchitectesCollageTatiana Bilbao(ab)NormalAMAS ArquitectosIzaskun Chinchilla ArchitctsJonathan Tuckey DesignBovenbouw + Barbara Van Der Wee ArchitectsConceptual DesignsIgnacio Urquiza, Bernardo Quinzaños, Centro de Colaboración Arquitectónica +
Rodrigo Valenzuela Jerez + Camilo MorenoIwamotoScott ArchitectureAlejandro SoffiaOppenheim ArchitectureVTN ArchitectsTANATNicole MoyoFieldevo Design StudioORIA Planing DesignAtelier Pierre ThibaultPezo Von EllrichshausenJosé PeñaXinran MaSancho MadrilejosBOMANSakhi ArchitectsDiagrams &amp; AxonometricCoupe!
พันธมิตร PMTKiyoaki ทาเคดะสถาปนิ กสตูดิโออวกาศสถาปนิ กสถาปนิ กสถาปนิ กสถาปนิ กChybik KristofFieldevo StudioLacime Design ARCHITECT NORDD Palomar StudioH30GLAPerraudin Architects saw all the less about this author Cite: Fernanda Castro's best architectural paintings of 2019 21 Feb 2020 Ars daily. Access to &lt;https:
www.archdaily.com/930787/the-best-architecture-drawings-of-2019=&gt; All architectural drawings ISSN 0719-8884 are drawn to the scales and as described here in great detail. There is a preset scale that should be used depending on the drawing being produced, some of which are below:1:500 (1=40'0)- Sitemap1:250 (1=20'0) Sitemap (Note that 1:250 is not &lt;/https:&gt;1:200 (1/16=1'0) – Sitemap 1:100 (1/8=1'0) – Floor Map, Altitude and Section 1:50 (1/4=1'0) - Altitude Floor Plan and Section 1:20 (3/4=1'0) - Room Plan Altitude Within 1:10 (1 1/2=1'0) - Joinery, Component Details, Construction Details 1:5 (3= 1'0) - For a long time architects have used hand
drawings to explore ideas and evaluate many options during the design process. First-hand paintings in the history of architecture dating back to At this time .C, paintings are just art, but then they gradually evolved to have architectural meaning. Computer-generated Computer Imagery Visualization (CGI) is a name that introduces the
process of using computer programs to create representatives of projects aimed at the spirit of communication. As technology progresses, so has CGI's, and now they become a fundamental part of architectural presentation and documentation where all computer-aided computer-aided design design (CAD) is used throughout the design
and construction process of the project, with a completely old supersed way of formal hand-drawn. The advantage among the more precise and precise is the ability to edit and undo elements of drawing easily and quickly, making it a more efficient sketching method. Both architects and engineers use CAD 2D and 3D software. Architects
can visualize concepts and simulate design performance in the real world. Computer-aided design is very useful in the construction world. Designers can collaborate on the cloud across the ocean. The design is easy to interpret even for non-professionals. Types of architectural drawings, drawings, presentations, drawings used in
presentations, communication and examination of ideas and/or patterns. This is often helped by presentation methods such as shadows, textures, people and vegetation, as it is often passed through the CAD program library. Paintings explore paintings, often the first type of painting an architect or designer will work and engage with and
represent the measured and accurate notes of the existing site and the building occupying it. This allows architects to identify the level of the existing site and properties that can be used to remove or For example, during the Renaissance, architects would create record drawings of buildings that remained after the Greco-Roman
civilization. What is architectural drawing? Architectural drawing is just a technical drawing of a house, building or any structure, technical drawings are graphical displays such as lines and symbols that adhere to specific conventions of size and projection. They are used in architecture, construction, engineering or mapping. In other
words, they are a set of sketches, diagrams and maps used to design, build and build documents. It's a show of the building's layout. For example, architects use architectural drawings to convey and develop design ideas into a consistent proposition. They also use it to communicate ideas and ideas. They may use them to identify the
overall appearance inside or outside the building, or they may be used to highlight precise measurements for construction. These drawings are usually released into series with different plates indicating different types of construction, such as electrical, mechanical and plumbing. Architectural drawing is especially important in the field of
architecture, since there are no other means, for example, to convince customers of the advantages of design, in addition to clear architectural drawing. How can contractors build bridges, highways or houses without them? These drawings are often used to describe project details. Nowadays, most drawings are created using CAD
software such as Revit, AutoCAD and ArchiCad. The drawings created are drawings made during the construction process; What is a measurable painting, a measurable drawing is made after construction is complete, in contrast to the painting created, which is based on the design drawings used during the construction process. What is
shop painting? Shop paintings are not produced by architects. Manufacturing, architecture and engineering businesses are big businesses. They usually produce a lot of specifications for pre-fabricated components such as elevators, structural steel, scaffolding, pre-casting, cabinets, windows, appliances, etc. These so-called sample
shop drawings: let's take a look at the production process, set architectural drawings: the architect is going to design the house, he must produce a set of building elements seen in real size, shape and orientation, since his work is the base. For other construction work such as electricity, plumbing, engineering and machinery. The architect
prepares architectural drawings: the first step: he will start with the site plan, which is a view looking down at the building from above. He will create a site plan to show the position and orientation on the plot land. He also needs to provide information about the topography of utilities, landscaping and website work. It is also very important
for architects to plan a site to display the natural and built features available. Step two: He will prepare a floor plan. They demonstrate the horizontal size of the building area. The floor plan represents the thickness and construction of vertical walls and columns that define these areas. These floor plans are necessary to define areas such
as rooms and partitions and usable relationships. It also shows the place of openings such as doors and windows, decorations and entrances. In addition, to define utilities such as stairs, elevators, mechanical rooms, showers, shops, and not to mention structural systems such as R.C steel, wall bearings, columns and beams. In addition,
at this stage, the thickness of the exterior and interior walls is decided. In the third step, The architect will make a painting of the building part of the building drawing as a vertical pane that cuts through the building. The purpose of the building section is to demonstrate the building construction and technical applications such as precast
&amp; pre-stress, in addition to displaying the type of sheet; In addition, to display building materials to be used, such as stone blocks, concrete, glass. It is also used to display the height of the building and the level, and again for decoration details and measurements. The height of the building is a view of the exterior vertical surface of
the building, showing matrials, window and door decorations, the size and height of the building, and elemnts the shape of the building, the materials, the exterior surface and measurements. Altitude is a painting of the four main faces of the building: front, back, right, and left, and has names north, south, east, and west. For in-depth
detail, read this special report 1 by Hong Kong Polytechnic University.
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